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bstract
The aim of this paper is to introduce and study some new classes of mappings called M-open, M-closed, pre-M-open, pre-M-closed
nd super M-open by M-open sets. Also, the relationships between these mappings are discussed. Several properties of these types
f mappings are presented.
 2013 Taibah University. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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.  Introduction  and  preliminaries
Throughout this paper (X, τ) and (Y, σ) (Simply, X
nd Y) represent non-empty topological spaces on which
o separation axioms are assumed, unless otherwise are
entioned. The closure of subset A  of X, the interior
f A  and the complement of A  is denoted by cl(A),
nt(A) and Ac or X\A, respectively. A point x ∈ X  is
aid to be a θ-interior point of A  [28] if there exists
n open set U containing x such that U  ⊆  cl(U) ⊆  A.
he set of all θ-interior points of A  is said to be the
-interior set and denoted by intθ(A). A subset A  of X
s called θ-open [28] (resp. δ-open [28]) if A  = intθ(A)∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +96 6505345032.
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(resp. it is the union of regular open sets). The com-
plement of δ-open set is called δ-closed. The δ-interior
of a subset A  of X  is the union of all δ-open sets of X
contained in A  and denoted by intδ(A) [28]. A subset A
of a space (X,τ) is called preopen [21] or locally dense
[6] (resp. δ-preopen [27], α-open [24], β-open [1],
b-open [2] or γ-open [13], semi-open [20], δ-semi-open
[26], e-open [8,9], e*-open [9,10], θ-semi-open [4],
M-open [15]), if A  ⊆  int(cl(A)) (resp. A ⊆  int(clδ(A)),
A ⊆  int(cl(int(A))), A ⊆  cl(int(cl(A))), A ⊆  cl(int(A))
∪ int(cl(A)), A  ⊆  cl(int(A)), A  ⊆ cl(intδ(A)), A ⊆
cl(intδ(A)) ∪  int(clδ(A)), A  ⊆  cl(int(clδ(A))),
A ⊆  cl(intθ(A)), A ⊆  cl(intθ(A)) ∪  int(clδ(A))). The
complement of a δ-semi-open (resp. δ-preopen, θ-
semi-open, M-open) set is called δ-semiclosed (resp.
δ-preclosed, θ-semi-closed, M-closed). The family of
all θ-semi-open (resp. preopen, δ-preopen, e-open,
e*-open, θ-open, α-open, β-open, γ-open, M-open)
sets is denoted by θ-SO(X) (resp. PO(X), δ-PO(X),
e-O(X), e*-O(X), θ-O(X), α-O(X), β-O(X), γ-O(X),
MO(X)). The intersection (resp. union) of M-closed
(resp. M-open) sets containing (resp. contained in) A
is called M-closure (resp. M-interior) and is denoted by
M-cl(A) (resp. M-int(A)). The family of all M-closed
subsets of (X, τ) will be as always denoted by MC(X).
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Deﬁnition  1.1  ([15]). For a space (X, τ), a point p  ∈  X
is called an M-limit point of A  if for every M-open set
G containing p contains a point of A  other than p. The
set of all M-limit points of A  is called M-derived set of
A and is denoted by M-d(A).
Deﬁnition  1.2  ([15]). For a space (X, τ):
(i) A subset N  of a space (X, τ) is called an M-
neighbourhood (briefly, M-nbd) of a point p if there
exists an M-open set W  such that p  ∈ W  ⊆  N
(ii) M-b(A) = M-cl(A)\M-int(A)
(iii) M-Bd(A) = A\M-int(A).
The set of M-boundary (resp. M-border) of A  is
denoted by M-b(A) (resp. M-Bd(A)).
Proposition  1.1.  [15] Let (X, τ) be a topological space
and A  ⊆  X. Then, the following statements are hold:
(i) A  is M-closed if and only if M-d(A) ⊆  A
(ii) A  is M-open if and only if it is M-nbd for every point
p ∈  A
(iii) M-cl(A) = A  ∪  M-d(A).
Deﬁnition  1.3  ([17]). A mapping f: (X, τ) →  (Y, σ) is
called:
(i) M-continuous if f−1(V) ∈ MO(X) for every open set
V of Y,
(ii) M-irresolute if f−1(V) ∈  MO(X) for every M-open set
V of Y.
Deﬁnition  1.4.  A mapping f: (X, τ) →  (Y, σ) is called
semi-open [3] (resp. θ-semi-open [5], preopen [14], δ-
preopen [27], α-open [22], β-open [1], -open [13], θ-
open [19], e-open [8], δ-open [23], δ-semi-open [25]) if
f(V) ∈  SO(Y, σ) (resp. θ-SO(Y, σ), PO(Y, σ), δ-PO(Y, σ),
α-O(Y, σ), βO(Y, σ), O(Y, σ), θ-O(Y, σ), e-O(Y, σ),
δ-O(Y, σ), δ-SO(Y, σ)) for each open set V  of (X, τ).
Deﬁnition 1.5.  A space (X, τ) is called:
(i) M-T1 [16] if for every two distinct points x, y of X,
there exist two M-open sets U, V  such that x ∈  U,
y /∈  U  and x /∈  V, y ∈  V,
ii) M-T2 [16] if for every two distinct points x, y of X,
there exist two disjoint M-open sets U,V  such that
x ∈  U, y ∈  V,
iii) M-compact [18] if for every M-open cover of X  has
a finite subcover,ah University for Science 7 (2013) 137–145
iv) M-connected [18] if it can not be expressed as the
union of two disjoint non-empty M-open sets of X,
(v) M-Lindelöff [18] if every M-open cover of X  has a
countable subcover.
Lemma  1.1.  For a space (X,  τ). If A ∈  θ-O(X,  τ) and
B ∈  MO(X,  τ), then A  ∩  B ∈  MO(X,  τA).
Proof. Since A  ∩  B ⊆  θ-int(A) ∩  (cl(θ-int(B) ∪ int
(δ-cl(B))) = (θ-int(A) ∩  cl(θ-int(B))) ∪  (θ-int(A)) ∩  int(δ-
cl(B)) ⊆  cl(θ-int(A)) ∩ θ-int(B) ∪  int(θ-int(A)) ∩  int(δ-cl
(B))). Since A  ∩  B  ⊆  A, then A ∩  B  ⊆ (A  ∩  cl(θ-
int(A) ∩  θ-int(B))) ∪  (A  ∩  int(θ-int(A) ∩  int(δ-cl(B)))) ⊆
clA(θ-int(A) ∩  θ-int(B)) ∪  intA(θ-int(A) ∩  int(δ-cl(B)))
⊆  clA(θ-int(A) ∩  θ-int(B)) ∪  intA(δ-cl(θ-int(A) ∩  δ-cl
(B))) ⊆  clA(θ-int(A) ∩  θ-int(B)) ∪  intA(δ-cl(δ-cl(θ-
int(A) ∩  B))). Since, θ-int(A) ∩  θ-int(B) ⊆  θ-int(A) ⊆  A
which is θ-open in A, then A  ∩  B  ⊆  clA θ-intA (θ-
int(A) ∩  θ-int(B)) ∪  intA(A  ∩  δ-cl(θ-int(A) ∩  B)) ⊆  clA
θ-intA (A  ∩  B) ∪  intA δ-clA(θ-int(A) ∩  (B)) ⊆  clA θ-intA
(A  ∩  B) ∪  intA δ-clA(A  ∩  B). Therefore, A ∩  B  ∈  MO(X,
τA).
2.  M-Open  and  M-closed  mappings
In this section, we define and study the concept M-
open mapping as the generalizations of open mappings.
Also, some of its properties are discussed.
Deﬁnition 2.1.  A mapping f: (X, τ) →  (Y, σ) is said to
be:
(i) M-open if the image of each open set of (X, τ) is
M-open in (Y, σ),
(ii) M-closed if the image of each closed set of (X, τ) is
M-closed in (Y, σ).
Theorem  2.1.  For  a  bijective  mapping  f:  (X,  τ) →  (Y,
σ), the  following  statements  are  equivalent:
(i) f−1 is  M-continuous,
(ii) f is M-open,
(iii) f is M-closed.
Proof.  Obvious.Remark  2.1.  The implication between these types of
mappings and other which introduced above is given by
the following diagram.
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-open                                      δ-semi-open 
-open                                       θ-s emi-open
semi-open                          M
pen             α-open         
γ-open       β-open
preopen                                    δ-p
The converse of these implications is not true in
eneral by [1,3,5,8,10,13,14,19,22,23,25,27] and the fol-
owing examples.
xample  2.1.  Let X  = {a, b}  with the discrete topol-
gy τ  on X  and Y  = {a, b, c}  with topology σ  = {Y, φ,
a},{b},{a, b}}. A mapping f: (X, τ) →  (Y, σ) which
efined by f(a) = b, f(b) = a is M-open but not θ-semi-
pen. Since, f({a}) = {b}  is not θ-semi-open in Y.
xample  2.2.  Let X  = Y  = {a, b, c, d}  with topology
 = {X, φ, {a, b, d}}  and σ  = {Y, φ, {a},{c},{a, c}}. A
apping f: (X, τ) →  (Y, σ) which defined by f(a) = b,
(b) = f(c) = a  and f(d) = d  is M-open but not δ-preopen.
ince, f({a, b, d}) = {a, b, d}  is not δ-preopen in Y.
xample 2.3.  Let X  = Y  = {a, b, c, d}  with topologies
 = {X, φ, {a, b}, {c, d}}and σ  = {Y, φ, {a},{c},{a, c}}.
 mapping f: (X, τ) →  (Y, σ) which defined by f(a) = b,
(b) = a, f(c) = d and f(d) = c  is e-open but not M-open.
ince, f({a, b}) = {a, b}  which is not M-open in Y.
heorem 2.2.  For  a  mapping  f:  (X,  τ) →  (Y,  σ), the
ollowing statements  are  equivalent:
(i) f is  M-open,
(ii) For  each  x  ∈  X  and  each  neighbourhood  U  of  x,
there exists  V  ∈  MO(Y) containing  f(x) such  that
V ⊆  f(U),
iii) f(int(A)) ⊆  M-int(f(A)), for  each  A  ⊆  X,
(iv) int(f−1(B)) ⊆  f−1(M-int(B)), for  each  B  ⊆  Y,
(v) f−1(M-Bd(B)) ⊆  Bd(f−1(B)), for  each  B  ⊆  Y,
vi) f−1(M-cl(B)) ⊆  cl(f−1(B)), for  each  B  ⊆  Y.
roof.(i) →  (ii) Let U  be neighbourhood of x  in X. Then there
exists an open set G  such that x  ∈ G  ⊆  U  and
hence f(x) ∈ f(G) ⊆  f(U). Since f  is M-open,then f(G) is M-open in Y. Put f(G) = V, then
f(x) ∈  V  ⊆  f(U).
(ii) →  (i) Let U  be an open set containing x  in
X. Then U  is neighbourhood of each
x ∈ U. By hypothesis, there exists V ∈  MO(Y)
such that f(x) ∈ V  ⊆  f(U). Hence, f(U) is
M-neighbourhood of each f(x) ∈  f(U). By
Proposition 1.1, f(U) is M-open in Y. There-
fore, f  is M-open mapping.
i) →  (iii) Since int(A) ⊆  A  ⊆  X which is open and f is M-
open, then f(int(A)) is M-open in Y. Hence,
f(int(A)) ⊆  M-int(f(A)), then f(int(A)) ⊆  M-
int(f(A)) ⊆  f(A).
ii) →  (iv) By replacing f−1(B) instead of A  in (iii), we
have f(int(f−1(B)) ⊆  M-int(f(f−1(B)) and then
int(f−1(B)) ⊆  f−1(M-int(f(f−1(B)))) ⊆  f−1(M-
int(B))
(iv) →  (i) Let A  ∈ τ. Then f(A) ⊆  Y and by hypoth-
esis, int(f−1(f(A))) ⊆  f−1(M-int(f(A))). This
implies that, int(A) ⊆  f−1(M-int(f(A))). Thus
f(int(A)) ⊆  M-int(f(A)). Therefore, f is M-
open.
iv) →  (v) Let B  ⊆ Y. Then by hypothesis,
f−1(B)\f−1(M-int(B)) ⊆  f−1(B)\int(f
−1(B)) and hence, f−1(B\M-
int(B)) ⊆  f−1(B)\int(f−1(B)). Therefore,
f−1(M-Bd(B)) ⊆  Bd(f−1(B)).
v) →  (iv) Let B  ⊆  Y. Then by Definition 1.2, we have
f−1(B\M-int(B)) ⊆  f−1(B)\int(f−1(B))
and hence f−1(B)\f−1(M-
int(B)) ⊆  f−1(B)\int(f−1(B)). Therefore,
int(f−1(B)) ⊆  f−1(M-int(B)).
(i) →  (vi) Let B  ⊆  Y and x ∈  f−1(M-cl(B)). Then
f(x) ∈  M-cl(B). Assume that U  is an open set
containing x. Since f is M-open, then f(U)
is M-open in Y. Hence, B  ∩  f(U) /=  φ. Thus
U ∩  f−1(B) /=  φ. Therefore, x ∈  cl(f−1(B)).
So, f−1(M-cl(B)) ⊆  cl(f−1(B)).
(vi) →  (i) Let B  ⊆  Y. Then Y\B  ⊆  Y. By hypothe-
sis, f−1(M-cl(Y\B)) ⊆  cl(f−1(Y\B)) and hence
 of Taib
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X\f−1(M-int(B)) ⊆  X\int(f−1(B)) that implies
int(f−1(B)) ⊆  f−1(M-int(B)). Then by (iv), f is
M-open.
Theorem  2.3.  Let  f:  (X,  τ) →  (Y,  σ) be  an  M-open
mapping.  If  W  ⊆  Y  and  F  ⊆  X  is  a  closed  set  contain-
ing f−1(W), then  there  exists  an  M-closed  set  H  of  Y
containing W  such  that  f−1(H) ⊆  F.
Proof.  Let H  = Y\f(X\F) and F  be a closed set of
X containing f−1(W). But f is M-open mapping, then
f(X\F) is M-open set of Y. Therefore, H  is M-closed and
f−1(H) = X\f−1[f(X\F)] ⊆  X\(X\F) = F.
Remark  2.2.  The converse of above theorem is not true
in general. Suppose that
X = Y  = {a, b, c, d}  with topologies τ  = {X, φ, {b},
{a, b}, {b, d}, {a, b, d}}  and σ  = {Y, φ, {a},{b},{a,
b}, {a, b, c}, {a, b, d}}. Hence the identity mapping
f: (X, τ) →  (Y, σ) is satisfying the condition but it is not
M-open. Since {a}  ⊆  Y  and {a, c}  ⊆  X  is a closed set con-
taining f−1({a}) = {a}, hence there exists {a}  ∈  MC(Y)
containing {a}  such that f−1({a}) ⊆  {a, c}  but, {b, d}  ∈  τ
and f({b, d}) = {b, d}  /∈  MO(Y).
Theorem  2.4.  For  a  mapping  f:  (X,  τ) →  (Y,  σ), the
following statements  are  equivalent:
(i) f is  M-open,
(ii) f−1(cl(intδ(B))) ∩  f−1(int(clθ(B))) ⊆  cl(f−1(B)), for
each  B  ⊆  Y,
(iii) If,  f is  bijective,  then  cl(intδ(f(A))) ∩
int(clθ(f(A))) ⊆  f(cl(A)), for  each  A  ⊆  X.
Proof.
(i) →  (ii) Let B  ⊆  Y  and f be an M-open map-
ping. Then by Theorem 2.3, there
exists an M-closed set V  of Y  contain-
ing B  such that f−1(cl(intδ(B))) ∩  f−1
(int(clθ(B))) ⊆  f−1(cl(intδ(V))) ∩  f−1(int(clθ
(V))) ⊆  f−1(B) ⊆  cl(f−1(B)) and hence, f−1
(cl(intδ(B))) ∩  f−1(int(clθ(B))) ⊆  cl(f−1(B)).
ii) →  (iii) Let f be a bijective mapping and f(A) ⊆  Y.
Then by (ii), we have f−1(cl(intδ(f(A))))
∩ f−1(int(clθ(f(A)))) ⊆  cl(f−1(f(A))) = cl(A).
Hence, cl(intδ(f(A))) ∩ int(clθ(f(A))) ⊆  f
(cl(A)).(iii) →  (i) Let A  ∈  τ. Then X\A  is a closed set of
X. Hence by hypothesis, cl(intδ(f(X\A)))
∩ int(clθ(f(X\A))) ⊆  f(cl(X\A)) = f(X\A).
By bijection of f, we have,ah University for Science 7 (2013) 137–145
f(A) ⊆  int(clδ(f(A))) ∪  cl(intθ(f(A))).
Therefore, f is M-open.
Theorem  2.5.  Let  f:  (X,  τ) →  (Y,  σ) be  an  M-closed
mapping.  Then  the  following  statements  are  hold:
(i) If  f  is  a  surjective  and  f−1(B), f−1(C) have  disjoint
neighbourhoods  of  X,  then  B  and  C  are  disjoint  of
Y,
(ii) M-int(M-cl(f(A))) ⊆  f(cl(A)), for  each  A  ⊆  X.
Proof.
(i) Let M, N be two disjoint neighbourhoods of f−1(B),
f−1(C). Then there exist two M-open sets U, V  such
that f−1(B) ⊆  U  ⊆  M, f−1(C) ⊆  V  ⊆  N. But, f  is a
surjective map, then ff−1(B) = B  ⊆  f(U) ⊆  f(M),
ff−1(C) = C  ⊆ f(V) ⊆  f(N). Since M, N are
disjoint, then also f(M  ∩  N) = φ  and hence
B ∩  C  ⊆  f(U  ∩ V) ⊆  f(M  ∩  N) = φ. Therefore, B
and C  are disjoint of Y.
(ii) Since A  ⊆  cl(A) ⊆  X  and f is an M-closed mapping,
then f(cl(A)) is M-closed in Y. Hence, f(A) ⊆  M-
cl(f(A)) ⊆  f(cl(A)). So M-int(M-cl(f(A))) ⊆  f(cl(A)).
Theorem  2.6.  For  a mapping  f:  (X,  τ) →  (Y,  σ), then
the following  are  equivalent:
(i) f is M-closed,
(ii) M-cl(f(A)) ⊆ f(cl(A)) for  each  A  ⊆  X,
(iii) If  f is  surjective,  then  for  each  subset  B  of  Y and  each
open set  U  in  X  containing  f−1(B), there  exists  an  M-
open set  V  of  Y containing  B such  that  f−1(V) ⊆  U.
Proof.
(i) →  (ii) Let cl(A) ⊆  X be a closed set. Since f is
M-closed, then f(cl(A)) ∈ MC(Y). Hence, M-
cl(f(A)) ⊆  f(cl(A)).
(ii) →  (i) Let A  ⊆  X be a closed set. By hypoth-
esis, M-cl(f(A)) ⊆  f(cl(A)) = f(A). Hence,
f(A) ∈  MC(Y). Therefore, f  is M-closed.
(i) →  (iii) Suppose that V = Y\f(X\U) and U  is an open
set of X containing f−1(B). Then by hypoth-
esis, V  is M-open in Y. But, f−1(B) ⊆  U, then
B ⊆  f(U) and f(X\U) ⊆  Y\B, that is, B ⊆  V and
f−1(V) ⊆  U.
(iii) →  (i) Let F ⊆  X  be a closed set and y be any point of
−1Y\f(F). Then f (y) ∈  X\F  which is open in X.
Hence by hypothesis, there exists an M-open
set V  containing y such that f−1(V) ⊆  X\F.
But f  is surjective, then y ∈  V ⊆  Y\f(F) and
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Y\f(F) is the union of M-open sets and hence,
f(F) is M-closed. Therefore, f is M-closed.
emark  2.3.  The restriction of M-open mapping is not
-open. Suppose that
X = Y  = {a, b, c, d}  with topologies τ  = {X, φ,
{a},{c},{a, b}, {a, c}, {c, d}, {a, b, c}, {a, c, d}}
and σ  = {Y, φ, {a},{b}, {c},{a, b}, {a, c}, {b, c}, {a,
b, c}, {b, c, d}}and
{a, d}  = A  ⊆  X. Hence the identity mapping f: (X,
τ) →  (Y, σ) is M-open. But, fA: (A, τA) →  (Y, σ) is not
M-open. Since {d}  ∈  τA but f({d}) = {d}  /∈  MO(Y).
The next theorem is given the condition under which
he restriction of M-open mapping is M-open.
heorem  2.7.  Let  f:  (X,  τ) →  (Y,  σ) be  injective  and
-open and  A  ⊆  X.  Then
fA:  (A,  τA) →  (Y,  σ) is  also  M-open,  for  every  f(A) ⊆  Y
s θ-open.
roof.  For every U  ∈  τA, then there exists V  ∈  τ  such
hat U  = A  ∩  V. Hence by Lemma 1.1, fA(U) ∈ MO(Y).
herefore, fA: (A, τA) →  (Y, σ) is M-open.
emark  2.4.  The composition of two M-open map-
ings may not be M-open.
Let X  = Y  = Z  = {a, b, c, d}  with topologies τx = {X, φ,
a, b},{c, d}}, τy is an indiscrete topology and τz = {Z,
,{a},{c},{a, c}}. Hence the identity mappings
f: (X, τx) →  (Y, τy) and g: (Y, τy) →  (Z, τz) are M-
pen but g  о  f is not M-open. Since {a, b}  ⊆  X  is an open
et of X, but (g  о  f) ({a, b}) = {a, b}  /∈  MO(Z).
In the following, we give some further properties of
he composition of two M-open (resp. M-closed) map-
ings.
heorem 2.8.  Let  f: (X, τx) →  (Y, τy) and  g: (Y,
y) →  (Z, τz) be  two  mappings.  Then  the  following  state-
ents are  hold:
(i) If f is an open and g  is an M-open mappings, then
g о  f  is M-open,
(ii) If g  о  f is an M-open and f  is a surjective continuous
map, then g  is M-open,iii) If g о  f  is an open and g  is an injective M-continuous
map, then f is M-open.
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(i) Let U  ∈ τx. Then by hypothesis, f(U) ∈  τy. But g  is
an M-open map, then g(f(U)) ∈  MO(Z). Hence, g  о  f
is M-open.
(ii) Let U  ∈  τy and f be a continuous map. Then
f−1(U) ∈ τx. But g  о  f is an M-open map, then
(g о  f) (f−1(U)) ∈  MO(Z). Hence by surjective of f,
g(U) ∈  MO(Z). Hence, g  is M-open.
(iii) Let U  ∈  τx and g  о f be an open map. Then
(g о  f) (U) = g(f(U)) ∈  τz. Since g  is an injective M-
continuous map, hence f(U) ∈  MO(Y). Therefore, f
is M-open.
Theorem  2.9.  Let f: (X, τ) →  (Y, σ) be a bijective M-
open mapping. Then the following statements are hold:
(i) If X is a Ti-space, then Y  is M-Ti where i = 1, 2.
(ii) If Y is an M-compact (resp. M-Lindelöff) space, then
X is compact (resp. Lindelöff).
Proof.  (i) We prove that for the case of a T1-space. Let
y1, y2 be two distinct points of Y. Then there exist x1,
x2 ∈  X  such that f(x1) = y1 and f(x2) = y2. Since X is a T1-
space, then there exist two open sets U,V  of X such that
x1 ∈  U, x2 /∈  U  and x2 ∈  V, x1 /∈  V. But, f is an M-open
map, then f(U), f(V) are M-open sets of Y  with y1 ∈  f(U),
y2 /∈  f(U) and y2 ∈  f(V), y1 /∈  f(V). Therefore, Y is M-T1.
(ii) We prove that the theorem for M-compact. Let
{Ui: i ∈  I}  be a family of open cover of X  and f be a
surjective M-open mapping. Then {f(Ui): i  ∈  I}  is an M-
open cover of Y. But, Y  is M-compact space, hence there
exists a finite subset Io of I  such that Y  = ∪{f(Ui): i  ∈  Io}.
Then by injective of f, {Ui: i ∈ Io} is a finite subfamily
of X. Therefore, X is compact.
Theorem  2.10.  If f: (X, τ) →  (Y, σ) is a surjective M-
open mapping and Y is M-connected space, then X  is
connected.
Proof. Suppose that X is a disconnected space. Then
there exist two non-empty disjoint open sets U, V  of X
such that X  = U  ∪  V. But f is a surjective M-open map,
then f(U) and f(V) are non-empty disjoint M-open sets of
Y with Y  = f(U) ∪  f(V) which is a contradiction with the
fact that Y  is M-connected.
3.  Super  M-open  and  super  M-closed  mappings
In the following, we introduce and study the concept
of super M-open and super M-closed mappings. Also,
some of their properties are investigated.
Deﬁnition 3.1.  A mapping f: (X, τ) →  (Y, σ) is called:
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(i) super M-open if f(U) is open in Y  for each U  ∈  MO(X,
τ),
(ii) super M-closed if f(U) is closed in Y  for each
U ∈  MC(X, τ).
Example  3.1.  Let X  = Y  = {a, b, c}  with topology
τ = {X, φ, {a}}  on X  and σ  be the discrete topology on
Y. A mapping f: (X, τ) →  (Y, σ) which defined by the
identity mapping is super M-open.
Proposition  3.1.  Every super M-open mapping is M-
open.
Proof. Let A  ⊆  X  be an open set and hence A  is M-open.
But, f is super M-open, then f(A) is open in Y, hence f(A)
is M-open in Y. Therefore, f  is M-open.
Remark  3.1.  The converse above proposition is not
true in general. If we consider Example 2.2, f is M-
open but not super M-open. Since {a}  ∈  MO(X) and
f({a}) = {b}  /∈  σ.
Deﬁnition  3.2  ([7]). A mapping f: (X, τ) →  (Y, σ) is
called:
(i) γ-closed if f(U) is γ-closed in Y  for each closed set
U of X,
(ii) quasi γ-closed if f(U) is closed in Y  for each γ-closed
set U  in X.
Remark  3.2.  The relationships between γ-closed map-
ping and M-closed and between quasi γ-closed and super
M-closed mapping are independence.
Theorem  3.1.  If  f: (X, τ) →  (Y, σ) is  a  mapping,  then
the following  statements  are  equivalent:
(i) f is  super  M-open, (ii) for  each  x  ∈ X  and  each  M-
neighbourhood  U  of  x,  there  exists  a  neighbourhood  V
of f(x) such  that  V  ⊆  f(U), (iii) f(M-int(A)) ⊆  int(f(A)),
for each  A  ⊆  X, (iv) M-int(f−1(B)) ⊆  f−1(int(B)),  for
each B  ⊆  Y, (v) f−1(Bd(B)) ⊆  M-Bd(f−1(B)),  for  each
B ⊆  Y, (vi) f−1(cl(B)) ⊆  M-cl(f−1(B)),  for  each  B  ⊆  Y,
(vii) If  f is  surjective,  then  for  each  subset  B  of  Y  and
for any  set  F  ∈  MC(X) containing  f−1(B),  there  exists  a
closed subset  H  of  Y  containing  B  such  thatf−1(H) ⊆  F.
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(i) →  (ii) Let U  be an M-neighbourhood of x  in X. Then
there exists W ∈  MO(X) such that x  ∈  W ⊆  U
and hence f(x) ∈  f(W) ⊆  f(U). Hence by
hypothesis, f(W) ∈  σ  and containing f(x). Put
f(W) = V, then f(x) ∈  V ⊆  f(U).
(ii) →  (i) Suppose that U  is M-open set of X and
containing x ∈  X. Then f(x) ∈  f(U). Hence
by hypothesis, there exists V  ∈  σ  containing
f(x) such that f(x) ∈  V ⊆  f(U). Hence, f(U) is
neighbourhood for f(x) ∈  f(U). Thus f(U) is
open in Y  and hence f  is super M-open.
(i) →  (iii) Since M-int(A) ⊆  A  ⊆  X  is M-open set and f
is super M-open, then f(M-int(A)) ⊆  f(A) is
open in Y. Hence, f(M-int(A)) ⊆  int(f(A)).
iii) →  (iv) By replacing f−1(B) instead of A of (iii),
we have f(M-int(f−1(B))) ⊆  int(f(f−1(B)))
⊆ int(B) and hence, M-int(f−1(B))
⊆ f−1(int(B)).
(iv) →  (v) Let B  ⊆  Y. Then by hypothesis and
Definition 1.2, we have f−1(B)\f−1(int(B))
⊆ f−1(B)\M-int(f−1(B)) and hence,
f−1(Bd(B)) ⊆  M-Bd(f−1(B)).
(v) →  (iv) Let B  ⊆  Y. Then by hypothesis and Definition
1.2, we have f−1(B\int(B)) ⊆  f−1(B)\M-
int(f−1(B)) and hence f−1(B)\f−1
(int(B)) ⊆  f−1(B)\M-int(f−1(B)). Therefore,
M-int(f−1(B)) ⊆  f−1(int(B)).
iv) →  (vi) Let B ⊆  Y. Then Y\B  ⊆  Y, hence
by hypothesis, we have M-
int(f−1(Y\B)) ⊆  f−1(int(Y\B)) and hence
X\M-cl(f−1(B)) ⊆  X\f−1(cl(B)). Therefore,
f−1(cl(B)) ⊆  M-cl(f−1(B)).
vi) →  (iv) Let B  ⊆  Y. Then Y\B  ⊆  Y. So by hypothe-
sis, we have f−1(cl(Y\B)) ⊆  M-cl(f−1(Y\B))
and hence X\f−1(int(B)) ⊆  X\M-int(f−1(B)).
Therefore, M-int(f−1(B)) ⊆  f−1(int(B)).
(iv) →  (i) Let A ∈  MO(X). Then f(A) ⊆  Y  and by
hypothesis, M-int(f−1(f(A)))
⊆ f−1(int(f(A))). This implies that,
M-int(A) ⊆  f−1(int(f(A))). Thus f(M-
int(A)) ⊆  int(f(A)). Therefore by (iii), f is
super M-open.
(i) →  (vii) Let H  = Y\f(X\F) and F  be an M-closed
set of X  containing f−1(B). Then X\F
is an M-open set. But f is a super-
M-open mapping, then f(X\F) is open
in Y. Therefore, H  is a closed set of
Y and f−1(H) = X\f−1f(X\F) ⊆  X\(X\F) =
F.
(vii) →  (i) Let U  ∈  MO(X) and put B  = Y\f(U). Then
X\U ∈ MC(X) with
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f−1(B) ⊆  X\U. By hypothesis, there exists a closed set
H of Y  such that B  ⊆  H  and
f−1(H) ⊆  X\U. Hence, f(U) ⊆  Y\H  and since B  ⊆  H,
then Y\H  ⊆  Y\B  = f(U). This implies f(U) = Y\H  which
is open. Therefore, f  is super M-open.
heorem 3.2.  Let  f: (X, τ) →  (Y, σ) be  a  bijective
uper M-open  mapping.  Then  the  following  statements
re hold:
(i) If  X  is  an  M-Ti-space,  then  Y  is  Ti,  where  i = 1, 2.
ii) If  Y  is  a compact  (resp.  Lindelöff)  space,  then  X  is
M-compact (resp.  M-Lindelöff).
roof.
(i) We prove that for the case of an M-T2-space. Let
y1, y2 be two distinct points of Y. Then there exist
x1, x2 ∈  X  such that f(x1) = y1 and f(x2) = y2. Since
X is an M-T2-space, then there exist two disjoint
M-open sets U, V  of X  such that x1 ∈ U  and x2 ∈  V.
But, f is super M-open map, then f(U), f(V) are open
sets of Y  with y1 ∈  f(U), y2 ∈ f(V) and f(U) ∩  f(V) = φ.
Therefore, Y  is T2.
ii) We prove that the theorem for M-Lindelöff space.
Let {Ui: i ∈  I}  be a family of M-open cover of X  and f
be a surjective super M-open mapping. Then {f(Ui):
i ∈  I}  is an open cover of Y. But, Y  is a Lindelöff
space, hence there exists a countable subset Io of I
such that Y  = ∪{f(Ui): i ∈  Io}. Then by injective of f,
{Ui: i ∈  Io}  is a countable subfamily of X. Therefore,
X is M-Lindelöff.
heorem  3.3.  If  f: (X, τ) →  (Y, σ) is  a surjective  super
-open mapping  and  Y  is  a  connected  space,  then  X  is
-connected.
roof. Obvious.
.  Pre-M-open  and  pre-M-closed  mappings
In this section, we introduce the concepts of pre-M-
pen and pre-M-closed mappings. Also, we study some
f their basic properties and characterizations.
eﬁnition 4.1.  A mapping f: (X, τ) →  (Y, σ) is said to
e:(i) pre-M-open if f(V) ∈ MO(Y) for each V  ∈  MO(X),
ii) pre-M-closed if f(V) ∈ MC(Y) for each V  ∈  MC(X).
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strongly δ-preopen [11] if f(U) is δ-preopen for each
δ-preopen U  in X, (ii) strongly δ-preclosed [11,12] if
f(U) is δ-preclosed for each δ-preclosed U  in X, (iii)
δ-preclosed [11] if f(U) is δ-preclosed for each closed
U in X, (iv) quasi δ-preclosed [11] if f(U) is closed for
each δ-preclosed U  in X.
Remark  4.1.  (i) Strongly δ-preopenness and pre-M-
openness are independent, (ii) Strongly δ-preclosedness
and pre-M-closedness are independent, (iii) Every
δ-preclosed mapping is M-closed, (iv) Every super M-
closed mapping is quasi δ-preclosed.
Theorem  4.1.  Let  f: (X, τ) →  (Y, σ) be  a  bijective  map-
ping. Then  the  following  statements  are  equivalent:
(i) f is  pre-M-closed,
(ii) f is  pre-M-open,
(iii) f−1 is  M-irresolute.
Proof.  Obvious.
Proposition  4.1.  (i) Every super M-open mapping is
pre-M-open, (ii) Every pre-M-open mapping is M-open.
Proof.
(i) Let A  ⊆  X  be an M-open set and f be super M-open,
then f(A) is open in Y  and hence f(A) is M-open.
Therefore, f  is pre-M-open.
(ii) Let A  ⊆  X  be an open set and hence A  is M-open. But,
f is pre-M-open, then f(A) is M-open in Y. Therefore,
f is M-open.
Remark  4.2.  According to the above proposition, we
have the following diagram
super M-open →  pre-M-open →  M-open
The converse of above implication is not true in gen-
eral.
Example 4.1.  In Example 2.2, f is M-open but not pre-
M-open. Since {a}  ∈  MO(X) and f({a}) = {b}  /∈  MO(Y).
Example 4.2.  Suppose that X = Y  = {a, b, c, d}  with
topology τ  = {X, φ, {a}, {c}, {a, c}}  and σ  = {Y, φ, {a,
b, d}}. A mapping f: (X, τ) →  (Y, σ) which defined by the
identity mapping is pre-M-open but not super M-open.
Since {a}  ∈  MO(X) and f({a}) = {a}  /∈  σ.
Theorem  4.2.  For  a  mapping  f: (X, τ) →  (Y, σ), the
following statements  are  equivalent:
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(i) f is  pre-M-open,
(ii) For  each  x  ∈  X  and  each  M-neighbourhood  U  of
x, there  exists  V  ∈  MO(Y) containing  f(x) such  that
V ⊆  f(U),
iii) f(M-int(A)) ⊆  M-int(f(A)) for  each  A  ⊆  X,
(iv) M-int(f−1(B)) ⊆  f−1(M-int(B)) for  each  B  ⊆  Y,
(v) f−1(M-Bd(B)) ⊆  M-Bd(f−1(B)) for  each  B  ⊆  Y,
(vi) f−1(M-cl(B)) ⊆  M-cl(f−1(B)) for  each  B  ⊆  Y.
Proof. It is similar to that of Theorem 3.1.
Theorem 4.3.  If  f:  (X,  τ) →  (Y,  σ) is  a  surjective  pre-
M-closed mapping  and  f−1(B), f−1(C) have  disjoint  M-
neighbourhoods  of  X,  then  B,  C  are  disjoint  of  Y.
Proof. Obvious.
Theorem  4.4.  For  a mapping  f:  (X, τ) →  (Y, σ), then
the following  statements  are  equivalent:
(i) f is  pre-M-closed,
(ii) M-cl(f(A)) ⊆  f(M-cl(A)), for  each  A  ⊆  X,
(iii) If  f is  surjective  for  each  subset  B  of  Y  and  for
each M-open  set  U  of  X  containing  f−1(B), there
exists an  M-open  set  V  of  Y  containing  B  such  that
f−1(V) ⊆  U.
Proof.  Obvious.
Theorem  4.5.  Let  f:  (X,  τx) →  (Y,  τy) and  g:  (Y,
τy) →  (Z,  τz) be  two  mappings.  Then  the  following  state-
ments are  hold:
(i) g  о  f  is  a pre-M-open  mapping,  if f,  g  are  pre-M-
open,
(ii) g  о  f  is  an  M-open  mapping  if  f is  M-open  and  g  is
pre-M-open,
(iii) If  f is  a  surjective  M-continuous  mapping  and  g о f
is pre-M-open,  then  g  is  M-open.
Proof.
(i) Let U  ∈  MO(X) and f  be a pre-M-open mapping.
Then f(U) ∈  MO(Y). But, g  is pre-M-open, then
g(f(U)) ∈  MO(Z). Hence, g  о f is pre-M-open.
(ii) Let U  ∈  τx and f  be an M-open mapping.
Then f(U) ∈  MO(Y). But, g  is pre-M-open, then
g(f(U)) ∈  MO(Z). Hence, g  о f is M-open.(iii) Let U ∈  τy and f be an M-continuous mapping.
Then f−1(U) ∈  MO(X). But, g  о  f is pre-M-open,
then (g  о  f) (f−1(U)) ∈ MO(Z). Also, by surjective
of f, g(U) ∈  MO(Z). Hence, g  is M-open.ah University for Science 7 (2013) 137–145
Theorem  4.6.  Let  f:  (X,  τx) →  (Y,  τy) and  g:  (Y,
τy) →  (Z,  τz) be  two  mappings  such  that  g  о  f: X  →  Z
is M-irresolute.  Then:
(i) f is  M-irresolute,  if  g is  an  injective  pre-M-open
mapping.
(ii) g is M-irresolute,  if  f is  a  surjective  pre-M-open
mapping.
Proof.
(i) Let U  ∈  MO(Y). Then g(U) ∈  MO(Z). But, g  о f is M-
irresolute, then (g  о  f)−1(g(U)) ∈  MO(X). Since g  is
an injective map, then f−1(U) ∈  MO(X). Hence, f  is
M-irresolute.
(ii) Let V  ∈  MO(Z). Then (g  о  f)−1(V) ∈  MO(X).
But, f is a pre-M-open mapping, then f
[(g о  f)−1(V)] ∈  MO(Y). Since f is a surjective
map, then g−1(V) ∈ MO(Y). Therefore, g is
M-irresolute.
Theorem  4.7.  Let  f:  (X,  τ) →  (Y,  σ) be  a bijective
pre-M-open  mapping.  Then  the  following  statements  are
hold:
(i) If  X  is  an  M-Ti-space,  then  Y  is  M-Ti, where  i  = 1, 2.
(ii) If  Y  is  an  M-compact  (resp.  M-Lindelöff)  space,  then
X is M-compact  (resp.  M-Lindelöff).
Proof. Obvious.
Theorem 4.8.  If  f: (X, τ) →  (Y, σ) is a  surjective  pre-
M-open mapping  and  Y  is  an  M-connected  space,  then
X is M-connected.
Proof.  Obvious.
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